KiwiSDR user interface
Here are some aspects of the user interface that are not immediately obvious. In the descriptions below option/alt refers to
the keyboard key usually marked "option" (Mac) and/or "alt" (Windows). Control refers to the key marked "ctrl" (Windows) or "control” (Mac). The "windows" key on Windows keyboards and the "command" key on Macs are not used. The
"fn" (function) key is not used.
Clicking refers to left mouse button clicking. Right button or scroll-wheel clicking is specifically called out in the text to
distinguish from ordinary clicking. We don't yet handle mice that have been configured for lefthand use where the button assignments are reversed (i.e. the right button functions as the left button normally would).
Touchscreen gestures (pinch-zoom, tap-to-zoom etc.) are not yet supported but are planned. There is no mobile device
(small screen) interface yet.
All of these shortcut choices need to eventually be customizable by each user.
Passband adjustments
Keyboard & mouse shortcuts
Saved session parameters
International Beacon Project (IBP) marker label updates
DX/marker label editing
URL tuning and other parameters
Frequency URL link
Passband adjustments
The passband is the yellow line drawn above the frequency scale. It represents the frequencies passed by audio filtering.
It is most easily seen when fully zoomed-in. The yellow vertical line represents the carrier ("zero" Hz) point. You can
click-drag various parts of the passband to adjust it. When the cursor is over different parts of the passband a tooltip will
appear showing various parameters of the passband (see below).

Smooth tuning
Click-drag in the horizontal area of the passband to smoothly tune the received frequency. The center frequency of
the passband is displayed.
High-cut / low-cut filter adjustment
Click-drag with the cursor over the sloped ends of the passband to individually adjust the filter high or low frequency cutoff. The cutoff frequency and filter bandwidth are displayed.
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Filter width adjustment
Option/alt-click-drag with the cursor over the sloped ends of the passband to adjust the filter high or low frequency
together, effectively adjusting the filter width about its current center frequency point.
Shift-click the zoom in/out icons (magnifying glasses) to also adjust the passband width around the center frequency.
Each click widens or narrows the passband by 80% of its previous value.
Passband shift (aka passband tuning)
Shift-click-drag anywhere in the passband to shift its center frequency without changing its width. The carrier (BFO)
point remains unchanged.
BFO tuning
Shift-click-drag with the cursor over the vertical carrier line to change the BFO (carrier point) while leaving the passband unchanged. As a comparison note that regular tuning = passband shift and BFO tuning done simultaneously.
The carrier frequency is displayed.
Passband parameters sticky across mode changes
Adjustments to the passband are unique to each mode and are remembered when the mode is changed. To restore the
default passband settings for a mode hold a modifier key (e.g. shift, control or alt/option) before the mode button is
pressed. A tooltip will appear reminding you the passband will be restored.
Keyboard & mouse shortcuts
Rounded frequency set (shift-click in waterfall or frequency scale)
Instead of being set to the waterfall frequency directly under the cursor, the frequency is set to the nearest rounded
value that depends on the band and mode. In this way you only have to shift-click close by to the even frequency
your signal is likely to be transmitting on. The value is 9 or 10 kHz in the LW or MW band depending on the setting
of the 9/10 step button. 5 kHz in the SWBC bands and 1 kHz everywhere else.
SWBC database lookup (control-shift-click in waterfall)
The waterfall frequency under the cursor, rounded up or down to the nearest 5 kHz, is looked up on short-wave.info
and displayed in a new window/tab. In the LW and MW bands the lookup is done using the mwlist.org database. On
the NDB band the classaxe.com RWW database is used.
Utility database lookup (option/alt-shift-click in waterfall)
The waterfall frequency under the cursor, rounded down to the nearest 100 Hz, is looked up on globaltuners.com and
displayed in a new window/tab.
Page down (control-click in waterfall or frequency scale)
Shifts the waterfall down in frequency. Same as control panel left-arrow icon.
Page up (option/alt-click in waterfall or frequency scale)
Shifts the waterfall up in frequency. Same as control panel right-arrow icon.
Mouse wheel zoom
The mouse wheel performs zooming.
Saved session parameters
The following parameters from the current session are saved in browser cookies and restored when you next connect:
- Frequency
- Mode button
- Zoom level
- 9/10 kHz LW/MM band step button
- Waterfall max/min sliders
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International Beacon Project (IBP) marker label updates
The labels displayed for the IBP signals on 14.100, 18.110, 21.150, 24.930 and 29.200 MHz automatically update every
10 seconds to show which world-wide beacon station is transmitting. The timing is taken from the KiwiSDR server and
does not depend on the clock accuracy of your local computer that is running the browser. These beacon frequencies can
be quickly selected under the beacon section of the select band menu. More information here about the NCDXF/IARU
IBP system.
DX/marker label editing
The DX/marker labels (whatever you want to call them) in the area above the frequency scale are editable by anyone
who has admin access. Shift-clicking on a label will bring up a panel with the parameters you can edit. The admin password will be requested first if necessary. The Modify, Add and Delete buttons at the bottom make the changes. Using
Add is how you can duplicate, starting with the information from an existing label, without changing the original label itself.
If you shift-click in a blank spot of the label area (i.e. not on top of a label) the panel is set with the current frequency
and mode, type active but the other fields left blank for you to edit.
If you alt/option-shift-click on a label the type is toggled between active and watch-list. This shortcut is meant to be
used to change a red label with type watch-list to active quickly as you confirm reception of a particular signal on this
KiwiSDR.

URL tuning and other parameters
You can add parameters to the end of a Kiwi URL (web link). This is very handy especially with bookmarked
URLs/links.
parameter

description

f=

set frequency with optional passband, mode and zoom

pbw= or pb=

set passband: width (carrier centered) or low,high

pbc=

set passband: center using current width or center,width

ext=

load extension including optional parameters

mute

mute audio

vol=

volume: 0 to 200

sp

display spectrum

wf=

waterfall speed: 0, off, 1, 1hz, s, slow, m, med, f, fast

cmap=

waterfall colormap: 0=default, 1=CuteSDR, 2=greyscale, 3=user

sqrt=

waterfall contrast: 0=default, 1, 2, 3, 4
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no_wf

open a no-waterfall / audio-FFT channel on 8 channel Kiwis

winN

open multiple windows/tabs with one URL/bookmark

Use the "f=" parameter to tune to a specific frequency when connecting instead of the last value saved in browser
cookies, e.g.
mykiwi/?f=14020
tune to 14200 kHz
mykiwi/?f=7021.3cw

7021.3 kHz and cw mode

mykiwi/?f=19.2cwnz11

19.2 kHz, cwn (narrow) and zoom (11)

mykiwi/?f=1440/12000am

1440 kHz, passband 12 kHz, am

mykiwi/?f=4625/300,3300usb

4625 kHz, passband 300-3300 Hz, usb

mykiwi/?f=100:400

pb 400 Hz center, current width

mykiwi/?f=100:400,100
pb 400 Hz center, 100 Hz width
Passband is /width or /low,high, or :pbc or :pbc,pbw all in Hz
Modes are: am, amn, lsb, usb, cw, cwn, nbfm, iq
Zoom is 0 (max-out) to 14 (max-in)
Use "ext=extension-name[,extension-parameters]" to start an extension immediately after connecting, e.g
mykiwi/?ext=wspr,40m
start WSPR extension on 40m band
The extension-name can be any unique part of the names shown in the extension menu on the main page, e.g. iq for iq_display. The optional extension-parameters are specific to the extension. For WSPR the possible values are the bands: lf, mf,
160m, 80m_JA, 80m, 60m, 60m_EU, 40m, 30m, 20m, 17m, 15m, 12m and 10m
Use mute to initially mute the audio when connected, e.g.
mykiwi/?ext=wspr,30m&mute

start WSPR extension with audio muted

To open multiple connections to multiple windows/tabs with a single link/bookmark use the winN notation, e.g.
mykiwi/?ext=wspr,40m&mute&win2&f=10000amnz8&win3&ext=s_meter
This opens 3 windows or tabs (depending on your browser configuration) with a muted 40m WSPR in the first, 10
MHz time station in the second and the S-meter extension running in the third using the last stored frequency/mode
settings.
Frequency URL link
To the left of the six +/- frequency step buttons is a green URL link icon. The intent is to provide a link you can copy
and, for example, email to someone. That will allow them to tune to the same frequency, mode and zoom as what you
are currently listening to. While hovering over the link right-click to bring up a menu from your browser and then select
Copy Link (depends on your browser).
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